EXERCISE SET E

71. Every CLEVER STUDENT is AMBITIOUS.
72. Every AMBITIOUS STUDENT is CLEVER.
73. Every STUDENT is both CLEVER and AMBITIOUS.
74. Every STUDENT is either CLEVER or not AMBITIOUS.
75. Every STUDENT who is AMBITIOUS is CLEVER.
76. Every STUDENT who is CLEVER is AMBITIOUS.
77. Some CLEVER STUDENTS are AMBITIOUS.
78. Some CLEVER STUDENTS are not AMBITIOUS.
79. Not every CLEVER STUDENT is AMBITIOUS.
80. Not every AMBITIOUS STUDENT is CLEVER.
81. Some AMBITIOUS STUDENTS are not CLEVER.
82. No AMBITIOUS STUDENT is CLEVER.
83. No CLEVER STUDENT is AMBITIOUS.
84. No STUDENT is either CLEVER or AMBITIOUS.
85. No STUDENT is both CLEVER and AMBITIOUS.
86. Every AMBITIOUS PERSON is a CLEVER STUDENT.
87. No AMBITIOUS PERSON is a CLEVER STUDENT.
88. Some AMBITIOUS PERSONS are not CLEVER STUDENTS.
89. Not every AMBITIOUS PERSON is a CLEVER STUDENT.
90. Not all CLEVER PERSONS are STUDENTS.
EXERCISE SET F

91. Only MEMBERS are ALLOWED to enter.
92. Only CITIZENS who are REGISTERED are ALLOWED to vote.
93. The only non-MEMBERS who are ALLOWED inside are GUESTS.
94. DOGS are the only PETS worth having.
95. DOGS are not the only PETS worth having.
96. The only DANGEROUS SNAKES are the ones that are POISONOUS.
97. The only DANGEROUS things are POISONOUS SNAKES.
98. Only POISONOUS SNAKES are DANGEROUS (snakes).
99. Only POISONOUS SNAKES are DANGEROUS ANIMALS.
100. The only FRESHMEN who PASS intro logic are the ones who WORK.

EXERCISE SET G

101. All HORSES and COWS are FARM animals.
102. All CATS and DOGS make EXCELLENT pets.
103. RAINY days and MONDAYS always get me DOWN.
104. CATS and DOGS are the only SUITABLE pets.
105. The only PERSONS INSIDE are MEMBERS and GUESTS.
106. The only CATS and DOGS that are SUITABLE pets are the ones that have been HOUSE-trained.
107. CATS and DOGS are the only ANIMALS that are SUITABLE pets.
108. No CATS or DOGS are SOLD here.
109. No CATS or DOGS are SOLD, that are not VACCINATED.
110. CATS and DOGS that have RABIES are not SUITABLE pets.